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This is the first time I've seen sunlight in months. After all this time in the depths I was dreaming about it. Now that I'm back here, I'm finding it hard to enjoy on my own...— Bart TorgalSubnautica is a survival game developed by Unknown Worlds Entertainment, creators of the well-received Half Life 1 mod Natural
Selection and its sequel. Having spent almost four years in Early Access, and with its V1.0 deadline postponed five times - from September 2016 to January 2017, then to February 2017, then to May 2017, again for September 2017, and finally for 2018 - the game was fully released on PC from January 23, 2018. It gets
a stable update per month and minor regular updates for people who play in trial mode. The game is available for PC, Xbox One, Mac, PS4 and Nintendo Switch.The game is set in an alien world, designated Planet 4546B. The player is the only survivor of a crashed capital class ship called Aurora. The lifepod with which
you escaped the destruction of Aurora is equipped with a manufacturer, which you must use to cook fish, disinfect water, handmade tools and more. You must explore the underwater landscape of Planet 4546B to find resources and plants, build marine bases and vehicles, and find out why Aurora fell in the first place, all
the while trying to survive the dangers of the depths. Even so, Planet 4546B is filled with strange and beautiful biomes, inhabited by a rich collection of creatures that are no less fascinating than dangerous. The main attraction of the game is that it happens almost exclusively underwater. This means that the player can
move up and down, plus back and forth, and threats can come from any angle. The game is heavily exploration-based, and is one of the few notable survival games to actually present a specific set world to explore, rather than a randomly generated one. Subnautica is also notable for taking the occasional forays from
Minecraft into using Survival Horror tropes to instead actually rely heavily on the genre for extensive sections of the game without completely crossing the line. This makes an atmosphere remarkably tense with terror attacks and wonder. In a forum, it is a survival creation game with added OMG. A Standalone Expansion
Pack titled Subnautica: Below Zero was released on Steam Early Access on January 30, 2019, set in an icy region of 4546B. Subnautica contains examples of the following tropes: open/close all folders All the gaming capabilities needed to proceed: Many areas are, if not impossible, at least extremely impractical access
without the right equipment. The first major limitation that the player encounters is their very limited oxygen supply, making it very difficult to exploit extensive until they have created better air tanks. Improving your air tanks, diving equipment and eventually building submersibles are key to expanding the area of the world
that the player can explore. O O Aurora's site in Subnautica is covered with radiation leaking from breaches in its reactor shield and can only be safely approached if it uses a suit liner classified for radiation resistance; As the area around the ship has the highest density of debris, building the radiation suit is an important
first step. To really explore the Aurora, in addition to the radiation suit, you need both the laser cutter, the repulsion cannon, and the repair tool to enter the ship itself. Ironically, entering the ship allows you to fix the radiation leak, which denies the need for the radiation suit after doing so. Some of the smaller wreckage
also requires some of these tools to explore them. Abnormal Ammo: Stock up on the Propulsion Cannon trade, which can lob anything you care about to charge into your power field at considerable speed. With nerves of steel (or an Alien Containment and some patience), he can harness the explosive power of crashfish
in a formidable weapon. Absurdly sharp blade: The survival knife, which can cut solid pieces of coral butter. Acceptable pauses of reality: several. Decompression sickness is not a problem in this game. Given that the protagonist can only stay underwater for 45 seconds (plus 30 seconds more for each air tank at the cost
of speed and inventory space) it would be a little too much to require you to wait an hour each time you need to climb 30 meters. You can switch on decompression sickness by going into 'nitrogen', but this is through the command console. You can also enter and leave marine vehicles/bases at ease without worrying
about pressure differences. It is assumed that the hermetically sealed integral protection (AEP) process compensates for this sudden change in pressure, given the way it is the first equipment used in the event of a break in the hull of the starship. Hatches to get in and out of sea bases and tanks are a single port rather
than an air chamber. Moving would be greatly impaired if you had to wait each time or, in the case of tanks, be blocked on one side of the room by the extra space needed for the air chamber. Just assume that the orifice also generates a specialized force field to keep the water out somehow and not think about it
anymore. The speed of diving in real life is slowed by the movement of the arm, but the protagonist uses his arms constantly. This is done to give the player better visual feedback. You can't improve the crushing depth of a submarine by hundreds of meters through what is essentially chip adjustment. An upgrade like this
would require a wide redesign and strengthening of the hull, at the very least. The same goes for the installation of torpedo tubes or miniature storage cabinets (expansions). Both options are grouped with all other updates performance to provide simplified game mechanics (although it would have been nice to have
some visual change on the hull at least when crush depth and armor upgrades are installed). Suppose upgrades upgrades manufacturer technology to reconfigure their vehicles, and don't think too much about it. Light, and with that color, does not travel very far through water. Long wavelengths, such as red, are the first
to be canceled. For gameplay purposes and a beautiful game world, this is ignored. The planet's two moons should make movement and navigation almost impossible due to their effects on the climate. Instead, the planet has a very calm ocean and the moons simply form a very beautiful sky and a great source of light at
night. While it may seem like a serious immersion to some, the player character's invulnerability to water pressure is primarily a welcome note Unlike the three vehicles, which have specific crushing depths, Ryley can dive as deep as he wants without harmful effects (in addition to increased oxygen consumption, although
this can be quickly mitigated through the use of a Rebreather) , and he can leave his submarine at any time, no matter the depth. The game is relentless enough as it is without you being unable to repair or, if necessary, Abandon Ship if the push comes to push. Action Bomb: The Crashfish, as the PDA says, takes a
Mutually Assured Destruction approach to defend its nest; he will chase anything that approaches him and literally explode in his face. Adaptive capacity: Life forms of 4546B are implied to evolve at a much faster rate than Earth's life forms, because, according to the PDA, many of today's organisms have developed only
in the last thousand years, something that would take millions to terrestrial creatures. Alien Blood: Originally avoided, but now played straight, with the creatures of the planet having yellow blood. Alien Sky: There are two moons in the sky, one of which is extremely large, resembles Mars, and often causes solar eclipses.
All planets are similar to Earth: Although it has water covering almost its entire surface, as opposed to a measly 70% of it. The Entries of the PDA mention the Transsió Federation, which exists as an authority above the Trans-Govs, of which Alterra is one of them. According to the Charter, the TSF exists as a military
police force dedicated to preventing conflicts between its members and ensuring relative freedom of movement within its borders. Said Letter is why the Sunbeam is obliged to respond to Aurora's distress call, and so what kills them. The TSF is also the reason aurora was carrying a dedicated contingent of underwater
equipment: its secondary mission was to investigate 4546B in search of the Degasi as a favor to the Mongol Empire. Almost out of oxygen: There is a great chance of this occurring as it reaves resources or tries to escape danger. Amazing Technicolor Wildlife: The fish in the game are really colorful. Most of the flora of
the game and all but three bioluminescent. An Interior Designer is you: You can build your own foundations by decorating the interiors with everything from the crucial (manufacturers, cabinets) cabinets) frivolous (vending machines, banks). Overlaps and your reward is interior decoration because you need to scan most



of the furniture before you can build them. Anti-Frustration Features: Alien Tablets, unlike virtually every other item in the game, give a design to manufacture more of them as soon as you pick up your specific color. In other words, these keys to unlock more precursor areas and advance the story are infinitely
manufacturing (with relatively unusual materials) and don't even need to be scanned, so even the most dispersed brain player can avoid being blocked. Convenient if you lose them. Note that eventually players are required to build more tablets instead of being optional. The design for the rad costume is available for your
convenience immediately after Aurora's remains are nuclear. Unlike their vehicles, the Player Character does not have a crushing depth. It can dive as far as its hard oxygen, and it can exit damaged vehicles for repairs at any time, regardless of depth. Artistic License – Astronomy: The planet's two moons are in an
extremely low orbit judging by their size and the speed that crosses the sky. The gravity of the Earth's moon causes a daily high and low tide at a much greater distance. Two moons of this size and proximity would cause titanic and unpredictable waves, with fluid forces that would make movement and navigation almost
impossible. Instead, the planet has a very calm ocean and the moons simply form a very beautiful sky and a great source of light at night. Artistic License – Chemistry: The brine streams in the Perdido River are as caustic as acid; just bypassing them while they swim around the area causes considerable damage. The
brine in real life has no harmful effects on human skin, no matter the note of concentration, unless you marinate in it for a long time; we're talking several hours here, which can lead to dehydration, let alone if the swimmer is dressed in full-length diving equipment. Brine baths have been used for medicinal purposes since
time immemorial, mainly to treat various skin diseases. Brine is probably just a placeholder (since the PDA uses Line of Sight Name conventions), acid salts are a real thing, it can be a high concentration of Acid Salt, which would explain the burning. Your manufacturer can rearrange materials at the atomic level, but you
need a fish for use as a filter membrane (or a specialized filtration machine) to remove salt from the water. Artistic License – Engineering: Marine bases make some concessions to the needs of an underwater habitat, requiring structural reinforcement not to fall or fall apart, and the smaller a marine base is built the larger
the of the water on it and the greater the reinforcement needed. However, for the simplicity of the gameplay, reinforcements and weaknesses have nothing to do with each other. The game simply totals the force value of certain parts and subtracts the value of other parts, and provided they balance the base is stable. An
observation dome may be a big weakness, but hitting some lithium-reinforced booster panels in a lunar pool on the other side of the sea base will more than make up for it. Attack Its Weak Point: It's not a dash of gameplay, but a trace of programming; Very large creatures do not have a full body hitbox and something like
the Statrifle will not affect them if they are hit where they do not tangibly exist. This is especially true for the Leviathan Reaper, who despite his size only counts for his head. You can slide ineffectively on your tail, but you will only get impact noises and blood fx shesing near your head. Audible Gleam: When you take
gold, diamonds and ion crystals. Bioluminescence is cool: During the night and the sections of underwater caves, certain fish and plants will have a luminescent glow. This will help you see where you are going. This is especially prominent in the Jellyshroom Caves, Bulb Zone and Great Reef in Subnautica, thanks to its
huge bright flora. Bizarre Alien Biology: Everything! Some of the most extreme examples in Subnautica are the Ampeel with its electropetos all over the body, the Gasópode with its gas mask face and tail bag, the Reaper with its facial clips, the Sea Treader who uses his snout as his third leg, and the Crabsquid with
his... All. The Forerunners seem to have had great difficulty in wrapping their intellects around parental instincts. Presumably a result of seed growth. In addition to regularly loading and downloading of what amounts to a digital format (and incinerate the analog without fuss). Combining this with the workings of Warpers,
the question How biological are they, even? arises, since not groping the unrestricted biological impulse behind the way Mama Bear vacated them. It's a great moment. Twice: the Sea Dragon and the Emperor were not amused by what was done to their children. And everyone acted on it. Below zero also shows a
complete misunderstanding of the nature of sibling relationships. They just don't make family. In Below Zero, meanwhile, you have the Holefish Titan, an almost circular and flat fish with a giant basement in the middle that is big enough for the player to swim! Bizarre Alien Sexes: Everything on the planet is a single sex
that can self-impregnate or mate with any other example of its species. Black Humor: The game has a rather gloomy sense of humor. Special note goes to the descriptions of the PDA, ranging from mocking your current situation to transmitting horrible information in a way indeed. Which culminates in the Brick Joke cum
Yank the Dog's Chain which is The Stinger, as detailed under these entries below. Blown across the room: The repulsion cannon packs an impressive wallop for something so small. It doesn't do much damage, but the force it applies is to push even the biggest beasts not leviathans back several dozen dozen Smaller
creatures like Stalkers turn into a Twinkle In The Sky when filmed from below in shallow water, and it may take some time for them to fall back into the sea. Boring but practical: the Seamoth mini-submarine is the first true vehicle you'll probably unlock in Subnautica. Although it has no usefulness and resistance of
Shrimp, it is quite fast, reasonably cheap to build and extremely maneuverable even in tight spaces. It has decent storage capacity for something so small and can even be equipped with up to four torpedo launchers. Its utility updates are also quite useful against anything, including Leviathans. Until the story absolutely
forces you to descend to depths below the maximum crushing depth of the Seamoth of 900m, the little companion is usually a much more convenient exploration tool than the huge, extremely disorganized and very expensive Cyclops, or the Shrimp with its serious problems in getting out of deep sea trenches without
some expensive upgrades. Beacons are small gadgets that you can fall into the water to mark points of interest - an invaluable asset in a game that does not have a map or any other waypoint system. They are cheap to build, their design is easy to find, they only pick up a single inventory slot, and they can even get
individual names to help you keep track of what's what. You can switch which ones are visible from anywhere, to avoid UI clutter. New players should never leave the base without one or two headlights in their pack, especially in the early stages of the game, when you are still discovering new things in each corner, but
they remain very useful throughout the game. That they look suspicious as opening towers is just cherry on the cake. Once you get the design for the Swimming Charge Fins, using them means never having to change or recharge your Seaglide's battery again. Bothering with the Book: Alterra is apparently completely
guilty of this In-Universe, given Captain Avery Quinn's complaints about them in subnautica. Under the terms of the Trans-Gov charter, ships are required to investigate and respond to any distress signal they encounter, with harsh penalties for not providing help. The Alterra ships have developed a reputation for abusing
this so that others can give them totally non-essential supplies if they run out. Checkpoint hunger: There are no checkpoints. Each game has only a single manual rescue slot and nothing more. Dying doubles you back to the last habitat you visited, but that's it. Be very careful about when, where and under what
circumstances you save your game, or you may realize too late that you have stuck in a sac, not even recharging. *Click* Hello: Crashfish makes a sound that sound a lot with this when leaving their nests. The chase noise they have can best be described as a gurgling rising in tone until it goes boom. Cloning Body Parts:
New organs and the like are a regularity for people who have money for it in the future world of A guaranteed offer is one of the advantages of Alterra's superiors and, as Paul Torgal says: I turned 80 last week. I thought I still had 80 more in me. Trapped here, there's no way to change my liver when the old one fails.
Down here, I'm mortal. Company Town: Minimized. Some of the information you can download from PDAs highlights the Mega-Corp nature of Alterra, which are so large that they practically constitute a form of government. At some point in Subnautica, your AI assistant may remind you that everything you collect while
stranded in the planetarium belongs to the company by default, with a reminder that you owe compensation for everything you use to survive. The message then provides an estimate of your running total which stands at 3 million credits, and by the end of the game your total will have risen to a trillion. Maybe surviving the
accident wasn't a stroke of luck after all... The renewed story begins with Robin flying to the surface of 4546B to look for his sister Sam. One of the registration entries she gets is a death notice to Sam who mentions legal services will be calling soon to transfer all open debts that Sam had accumulated for Robin to be
paid. Continuing is painful: When you die (in anything but the hardest difficulty that Perma Death features), you are teleported back to your last habitat or life capsule and all the items you've picked up since then are lost. If you died moments after leaving your capsule, it's no big deal, but if you spent several minutes
swimming back and forth and collecting resources, it can be quite annoying. In the worst case scenario, you lost your vehicle during your journey and are deformed back to a very deep sea base to reach the surface unaided. Convection Schmonvection: Minimized. There are volcanic vents that have frequent bursts of hot
water and rock fragments. These may not hurt you, but getting too close (like next to the bright crater) will cause you to have thermal damage. It should also be noted that, according to the temperature readings in the game, it is not even so hot — the harmless thermal vents tend to be hotter even in the Lava Zone than
the red and harmful craters (openings that warm to 80 C or more, while some harmful and seemingly hot spots can be as low as 50 C). Whenever you open a damaged bulkhead with the laser cutter, you are cutting through ten inches of reinforced metal (probably titanium). The edges of the hole glow brightly from orange
to red for a long time, but you will never take any damage from touching them. Crapsssaccharise World: Humanity is very advanced, explored and controls most of the galaxy and can do almost anything with its extensive replicator-like technology. However, all of this is controlled and maintained by the Corps and
humanity basically live in a strict capitalist/contractual mindset where even something as simple as a boyfriend/girlfriend relationship requires an extensive contract! Box Expectations: Bonita Bonita anything coming directly or indirectly from Alterra. You need a Propulsion Cannon or Repulsion Cannon to get them out of
the way. While some special boxes can be opened manually for goodies, most boxes cannot be opened and therefore are quite useless to the player if intact. Critical existence failure: a vehicle one meter above its maximum depth can stay there indefinitely. Get down to one meter below and you'll be crushed and
destroyed in seconds. Damage Is Fire: Your vehicles start lighting and smoking when they are heavily damaged, and the Cyclops actually starts burning from the inside, forcing you to drop everything and put out the fire so you don't suffocate. There is even a dedicated fire suppression system that you can build and
install to make this easier. Difficult, but incredible: thermal power plants. The fragments needed to get your plants are hard to find and their components are so hard to find, and then you have to build them in specific locations with a very high temperature to work efficiently, such as lava geysers, but they provide the most
reliable and consistent energy source throughout the game, since Solar Panels only generate energy during the day and near the surface , while the Bioreactor and the Nuclear Power Plant not only occur at their base, but are also regularly replenished with organic matter and nuclear rods, respectively. In addition, the
need to also build your base near a high temperature point can be easily circumvented by building some Power Transmitters to connect your thermal plants to your base. Difficulty levels: In the order in which they appear on the selection screen: Survival: Default difficulty. Freedom: as survival, but without hunger and sea.
Hardcore: like Survival, but with permadeath. Creative: No hunger, home, oxygen or health meters, and you start with most plants and raw materials available. Early Game Hell: When you start, you'll have to swim around with almost no oxygen to spare, hoping to scrounge together enough suppies for basic equipment.
As you begin to unlock plants for basic vehicles and equipment, you can start venturing in depth and worry less about the basics. Enemy Sweep: One of the main tools is a scanner to scan almost everything, hostile fauna and flora included. The results of each completed scan are stored in the PDA, which therefore partly
serves as a Monster Compendium. Enemy Mine: Different predator species are as likely to attack each other territorially as to attack it. This is especially noticeable at the second sea base of Degassi, where Warpers and Crabsquids will fight for the exclusive right to harass you while you are exploring it. There's a tamer
mechanic. Hold peepers or other small prey fish in your will let Stalkers eat them, and they won't attack you. For a while. They even occasionally bring piles of scrap. It seems to work for Reaper Leviathans too, as people tried and carried loaded results for youtube, but don't count on it saving your ass. These videos
feature an animation where the player raises his arms, the screen turns black, but there is no message you died. The Reaper removed all the fish from its prey and spat on you. Equipment update: There is a modification station, a vehicle modification station and two specialized manufacturers to improve your stuff.
Everything Is An I Pod In The Future: All Alterra equipment is bright white, with smooth surfaces and rounded edges and corners. Any larger marine base you build will inevitably seem like the wet dream of an Apple designer. All that try to kill you: avoided, particularly in Safe Shallows: there are many passive fish that will
never harm you at all, and also many defensive fish that will only attack if you get too close or bother them. The truly aggressive species are actually a minority, but they are still almost ubiquitous and extremely dangerous anyway, seeing how even a single one can often kill you in a flash. Falling Damage: It exists in the
game, although you don't have to worry too much about it, as Subnautica is mostly put underwater. Be careful when exploring the Aurora or the islands. Family-friendly firearms: Lethal firearms are prohibited from being created by the manufacturer (something about a massacre in Obraxis Prime). You can arm some of
your submersibles with torpedoes, but the only real portable weapon is the non-lethal statis rifle.note There is also the survival knife and the propulsion/revulsion cannons, but these are more tools than weapons. The only real firearm is an alien rifle suspended in an impenetrable showcase inside the Quarantine
Execution Platform. Fastball Special: Any creature captured and flung by the propulsion cannon. Pair it with tank-grown crashfish for explosive results. Final Death Mode: Hardcore mode. Just like survival mode, except you only have one life and don't have oxygen warnings. Forget to check your meters at your own risk.
Snapshooter first person: optional. Photos taken can be used as decoration on the base through the Picture Frame. Fluffy Tamer: The secondary function of the alien containment module, like any predator you hatch inside it will be docile towards you. This continues to apply if you release them from the tank and they
become adults. Ever wanted a pet non-abysed, Crabsquid or Boneshark? Now's your chance. Gentle Giant Some of the creatures you encounter will be this, like the monstrous, noisy but harmless Reef. You won't know unless you're seen by them or go to them, though. The Titan Holefish takes this Up to eleven, this
massive fish has become so dependent on the small fish that it shares a symbiotic relationship with the food and defense that is in a state of calm and seems hardly to be aware of its surroundings. Bright flora: Many plants on the high seas (this includes a tree) are as bioluminescent as the rest of the living beings living
there. This East probably to exaggerate the stereotypical abyssal theme, since many bioluminescent creatures live in this biome in Real Life. Gravity Bolt The objective of the Propulsion Cannon, a tool designed to pick up and move/launch small to medium-sized objects. Seeing as how the thing is an evil Expy disguised
as Half-Life 2's Gravity Gun up to a very similar look, this shouldn't be a surprise. The Quarantine Execution Platform has a vertical anti-gravity lift to facilitate movement between the ground floor and the sublevel one hundred meters below. Dang It! Guide: Part of what makes subnautica's survival atmosphere so intense
is that you're told almost nothing when starting a new game, and things barely improve from there. There are no instructions, no tutorial, not even a damn map, let alone something like a questlog (or even missions to start with). The only real hud markers you get are from aurora's few survivors, and this ends very quickly.
Then you're completely on your own, and unless you consult a guide, you can spend hours in hours getting lost in underground tunnel systems, wondering if there's even a point in risking your life down there, and if there is, what you should accomplish in this place. It may sound bad, but it makes an epic adventure full of
amazing discoveries. All plants you learn will list the ingredients needed to create the item. However, if one or more of these ingredients also require a design - for example, aerogel - that you have not learned, the game will not tell you how to make them until you have found the necessary components. Heal yourself:
Medical packs heal you by 50 points instantly. Hot Blade: One of the upgrades to the Survival Knife equips you with a warm-up element, causing the blade edges to glow red. Mainly this is used to kill and cook edible wild animals in one action, the update actually reduces the damage treated with the blade in exchange
for its new ability. Game Clock in the Universe: There is a day cycle that not only tells you which creatures you will see, but also how aggressive they will act; most are more daring at night. The progression of the story is also partially determined by the passage of time. Case in point: Aurora's reactor becomes critical after
seven days. Invulnerability in-Vehicle played with in the opening cinema. The player climbs into an escape pod and is promptly knocked out by a piece of metal hitting them in the face. However, they also end up being the only survivors of Aurora's accident. Played straight by all vehicles, which have a separate player
health meter. While running for things can damage your vehicle, you will never be knocked out by flying shrapnel like in the opening film. The Cyclops has already been immune to attacks from creatures, even Reapers (who can destroy your Seamoth in two but now it has a health bar like the others and can be damaged
and destroyed if you do not take care. And then subverted to for and back by the Warpers, whining has the ability to teleport him out of his vehicle at will so they can attack him in melee. Extremely annoying, no matter the circumstances, especially because warper attacks are among the most powerful in the game, and
these things are little bigger than a human. They can't do that when you're piloting a Cyclops, though].] Item Farming Titanium and quartz in particular, because these are necessary for bases and vehicles. The primary function of Alien Containment, which makes agriculture food, water and energy a breeze, freeing up
time to actually begin your exploration of the ocean. Players have invented a trick to cultivate Stalker Teeth: approach stalker territory and drop a handful of scrap scrap on the outside. The nearest pursuer will soon begin to swim back and forth between the pieces, mostly ignoring the player while regularly missing his
teeth. Jet Pack: A vehicle announced for possible inclusion after the V1.0. Kaiju: The infamous life forms of the Leviathan class are gigantic, measuring between 55m (Reaper) and 200m (Emperor of the Sea) in length. It's probably no coincidence that some of them have more than a few similarities to the villainous
monsters in Pacific Rim. Their database entries also say that these monsters are rapidly approaching the size limit for sustainable organic life forms... which is immediately turned on your head when you encounter the aptly named Gigantic Fossil, the remains of an ancient super predator that died about 3,000,000 years
ago before coming to rest in the Lost River Bone Fields. Its skull alone is almost 100 meters long (large enough to swallow the entire cyclops), its canines measure 10 to 12m, and it is estimated that the entire creature exceeded 1,200m in length when it was alive. Kind of makes Reapers, Ghosts and Sea Dragons look
cute when you realize this thing ate it for breakfast. Killed Off for Real: If you somehow manage to actually kill a Leviathan-class creature, it will happily remain dead and will never resurface. Kraken and Leviathan The PDA uses the term Leviathan Class to describe only the largest biologically viable fauna. Note that this
is only a size rating, the Reefbacks and the Sea Treaders are considered Class Leviathans. On the other hand, if a species includes the word Leviathan in its real name (e.g., Leviathan Reaper, Ghost Leviathan), it is probably better to run and not look back. An entry from the PDA indicates that the tremendous size of
the Sea Emperor means they will have to recalibrate their size scale. In the Lost River biome, players can find some multi-million-year-old skeletons. One in particular has jaws large enough to fit the Cyclops comfortably inside, in case you always want to know what it's like to be a Tic Tac. A kraken creature is a frequent
suggestion on the game's forums and subreddit. There were rumors that such a creature inhabited the Void, but this turned out to be a rumor. Late for Tragedy: Tragedy: many distress calls indicating that other people survived the fall of the planet, but are all missing and presumed dead when you get there. Many of
them have large holes in their life pods as if a large creature chewed its way. You never see a single corpse in the game, but your PDA indicates that local crabs have some human DNA in their digestive tracts. Loading screen: There is only one when you are starting a new game or loading a saved game. Loads and
Loads: Unless you have a fast computer and a very fast hard drive, you'll be looking at this initial loading screen for several minutes.Note Even on a medium-range SSD SSD drive, the game can take almost a whole minute to load. Having a traditional laptop hard drive (whose speed clocks at 5400rpm) would probably
give you enough time to go break into the fridge for a quick snack while the game is charging. While the game was still in development, the loading time will actually increase the more you interacted with the world due to the way the rescue games worked. Apparently this was corrected in the final version. Fortunately,
the game changes to dynamic loading after that and you'll never see a loading screen again when you're in the game unless you stop going back to the title screen. Iron Made: The most hostile fauna counts. It's extremely difficult to kill anything bigger than a cat. Even the giant shrimp drilling arm will only chase predators
like Bone Sharks for a short period of time; You can drill in one for a whole minute or more without the beast dying, and this is almost impossible to achieve anyway flawlessly because all predators are much faster than shrimp. You need to be very creative if you want something dead. Master Console: It is one of the few
games to have console commands in console versions. Details L1+R1+X on PS4, LB+RB+A on Xbox to open the console. Google will find a list of commands. Enjoy! Significant name: Invoked, since your PDA is generating names for creatures as you find them, so almost all of them have names directly linked to their
distinct traits. In fact, the Reginald stands out as the only fauna that doesn't have that name. Mega-Corp: The 37 trans-gov corporations that control the galaxy. Two subjects in the game: the Alterra Corporation that owns the Aurora and does almost everything seen, and the Mongol Empire that owns the Degasi. A trans-
gov is legally defined in the universe as any entity, corporate or state, that claims ownership of at least one planet and one gate of a phase under the terms of the Charter. There are some real governments in their ranks, but most are implied to be a full Mega Corps. Mêlée à Trois: Different species of hostile creatures
tend to dislike each other as much as the and they will often fight if they happen to be in the same vicinity. In particular, many creatures will automatically attack any warpers who happen to enter their Mix-and-Match Critter: Some of the creatures have elements of two or more creatures. Crabsquid is an octopus with
Japanese legs and spider crab claws. The Sea Dragon Leviathan is a crocodile with squid tentacles for its lower half, and emperor Leviathan is similar, but with an insectide/crustacean head. More Predators than Prey: The dev team works hard to avoid this: of course, there are some big scary fish in the sea, but there
are also many small and less scary fish. Nature is not pleasant: most predators do not deliberately seek you; it turns out that you are the size of a snack and nearby. They also eat small fish. Similarly, the greatest threat in survival mode is not necessarily wildlife itself; you're running out of food and water, at least watch
until you get a habitat with an aquarium and built-in farmland, or run out of oxygen while searching for resources. No biochemical barriers: you're on an alien planet, but it turns out you have an atmosphere of nitrogen-oxygen and liquid water. Most marine life is edible, and those that are not are specifically declared
poisonous in order to avoid being eated by larger species rather than just being incompatible with a human digestive system. Of course, this is a bit necessary for the game to be enjoyable to play, note that it is quite difficult to survive when there is nothing to eat or the air burns your face, although it would be nice to
imagine that you at least give the Reapers indigestion after they eat you for the hundredth time. Note this: Important things like data boxes and PDAs glow brightly in the dark, making them easy to spot even over long distances. It also makes it advisable to turn off your flashlight at least once per room while you are
exploring shipwrecks so you don't miss them because your light has dominated theirs. Scanned fragments that unlock new plants tend to be a little less obvious, but they stand out among the worthless debris once you know what to look for, and they also trigger a small scanner icon in the lower right corner of the screen
when you enter its rough vicinity to alert you to its presence (useful in shipwrecks because the fragments often blend very well with the walls and floors). Not Intended Use: The Picture Frame is intended for photos taken in the game. However, once these images are stored in a folder, you can take any image you want,
put it in the folder and then make the game treat it as another image in the game. This can be used for an extra level of base customization, but the most popular use is to load a user-made map because the game has no mapping system of its own. Ocean Punk: It's an underwater survival game. One-Gender Race: The
PDA Mentions All Life on Planet 4546B just one sex. They do not reproduce asexually, however, as each individual can carry and fertilize eggs. Oxygenated Underwater Bubbles: Or Naturally When Produced by Purple Brain Coral Coral man-made when produced by a pipe system. Oxygen Meter: Without help, you can
hold your breath for 45 seconds, and go below 100 meters without a Rebreather cuts that time in half. You can get tanks that will add to your air, but you can still run out if you are out of a vehicle or powered station. If you lose power, you'll soon lose air there, too. Running out won't kill you right away, however, but it won't
you'll start erasing when your meter drains, and if you manage to get a sip of air before you completely lose consciousness, it will revive you. Patchwork map: Complete with Cartographic Elegance Law. Permanently Missable Content: Multiple PDA entries, particularly those related to critical plot events Especially those
involving the progress of infection through the protagonist and clues to find certain alien locations downloaded from QEP, become unavailable once you progress/jump through them and/or ignore the clues to scan yourself. This can be particularly frustrating for those looking to collect every PDA entry in a playthrough. It
can also be a problem for those who want to scan all species of the game. An insect sometimes causes the Bladder to stop spawning in Safe Shallows, and through a simple friction their numbers will eventually reduce to nothing, preventing players from ever scanning them if they don't at the start of the game. Primitive
Fear: You are deep in the ocean on an alien planet. Nothing is familiar; Silhouettes in the distance can be harmless or deadly, and you never get reliable weapons to fight the unknown. On pitch night, you'il never know for sure if something's sneaking behind you for a quick bite... Pure Energy: Any external power source
(and power transmitters) transmit the energy to the nearest base not by cables, but by a kind of beam. Regenerating Health: Your health recovers slowly, but for sure. It is most reliable when your hunger meter is above 100 (it goes to 120-130 at most). Respawning Enemies: Creatures from Planet 4546B eventually
resurface. From the full release, however, medium to large creatures do not reappear, which means it is possible to Kill 'Em All. Yes, that includes most leviathans. Ridiculously Fast Construction: Alterra's manufacturing technology can build just about anything in a matter of seconds, assuming the user provides the
necessary plants and materials. It can even build Neptune, a huge single-stage interorbital rocket, in less than three minutes. Robo Speak: Avoided by AI managing their bases and vehicles, but thrown straight by the automatic escape pod scallophone transponders. Salt solution: Salt is needed to preserve dead or they
will get bad very quickly. It is also used as an ingredient to create bleach to disinfect water, and is required for a number of vehicle upgrades. Salt can also be dangerous to your health. The rivers and brine lakes in the lost river biome are so so Concentrate that touching them without a shrimp suit is similar to getting
snared in acid, causing high damage in very short ticks. Scenery Porn: The main selling point of the game - the designers worked very meticulously to invoke this trope, and the result really should be seen as being believed. Sea Monster: Very satisfying the classic tropes — giant squid, Krakens and Leviathans, as well
as exotic but full-size sharks. The Crater Rim (formerly known as The Void) around the playzone used to host a dangerous wildlife attack to discourage players from venturing too far without resorting to an Invisible Wall or Wrap Around, but from the full release the game jumps directly to generate adult ghost leviathans to
chase the player until they escape the area and make them depawn. Shared Universe: With Natural Selection 2, also made by Unknown Worlds. Originally, the alterra corporation's name on the Knife blade was considered only an Easter egg, until a record file encoded with a Caesar and ASCII cipher on the Habitat
Update promotional page mentions the Kharaa conflict, and as the game's wiki notes, kharaa are, in fact, connected with the Kharaa Bacter bacterium in some form. Note The current line is that the Kharaa in each game are simply different manifestations of the same bacterial way of life, due to the radically different
environments in which they are found and possibly due to the precursors' intrusion with the tension found in 4546B. Shown its work: Before lead became a resource to be found like any other (machine upgrade), it was manufactured combining copper and silver ores. This reflects the fact that lead can be found in ores of
other metals such as Galena (a silver ore). However, for a while lead used to be manufactured from two batteries. Single Planet-Biome: 4546B is officially classified as a Category 3 Ocean Planet, apparently playing this trope straight. However, the underwater world has rich and diverse areas, varying not only by location,
but also by depth. There are also two tropical islands on the map, in addition to the Arctic biome that is the setting of Below Zero. Sinister Geometry: It's debatable how bad forerunners really are, but their buildings sure seem rather sinister. Everything is assembled from cubes of various sizes, the material is a bit black,
almost indestructible alloy covered with tron green lines, and the architecture itself is oppressive, monolithic and strangely reminiscent of temples/shrines, although the facilities that the player visits are exclusively scientific or military by nature. Soft Water: Played straight; You can jump into the ocean any time without fear
of injury. Just be careful not to hit anything solid on the way to - the game has Damage falling on dry land. Sound-Coded for Your Convenience: All the wildlife is quite noisy, and makes unique sounds to boot. Learning what creatures do that it does lets you know when it's just a big Reefback saying hi and and You're
about to be eat alive. Space Isolation Horror: The game leaves you stranded on an ocean planet full of big, terrifying sea monsters who want to eat you. Sprint Shoes: The basic underwater variant is a pair of silicone fins, which slightly increase the swimming speed of the player's character baseline and can be upgraded
in Ultra Glide Fins. The straightest variant, however, is the Seaglide, which is a chic DPV, or a helix with handles. It comes with a local topography map and flashlight. It is also able to be reloaded indefinitely with The Swimming Load Fins (which may or may not change in future updates), but only when the top map and
flashlight are turned off. Stat Death: Running out of oxygen won't do anything to your health bar, but you'll die anyway if you don't get to an oxygen-rich environment soon. Super-Persistent Predator: Largely avoided. Most predators will tend to avoid the player's character unless an opportunity presents itself, and will still
tend to give up the chase if the player's character can overtake him or prove capable of injuring the predator (a good knife wound will often send the predator swimming as fast as its fins can propel it.) Overall, they tend to prefer easy prey. The closest thing to playing this line is the Reaper Leviathans, which appear to be
apex predators. If anyone sees you, run. Run and don't look back. Or, seeing that you can overcome your Seamoth and also tear it to pieces in seconds, don't worry. That said, the Seamoth perimeter defense system allows for a quick zap to minimize hull damage that will send Reapers to the other side, or a more
charged one that can kill smaller predators (including bone sharks). However, Reaper, Ghost and Sea Dragon Leviathans will not be discouraged for long by the shock. They will also not be distracted for long by Creature Bait that can be dropped by hand or thrown by the Cyclops. Hell, even getting caught in a shrimp suit
and using the punching arm(s) to fight won't make a Reaper let go of you, not to say anything about the other two evil beasts. Despite a risky venture, reaper leviathans will gladly take any fish you have on hand and leave it alone for a short period of time, giving you enough time to escape. The only most reliable way to
avoid them is to judiciously apply a Stasis rifle or vortex torpedo, which are able to paralyze a Leviathan for several precious seconds as you try to escape. Unexpectedly realistic gameplay: It's not obvious from the start that oxygen tanks actually store oxygen instead of just increasing their cap. If you have several in your
inventory, each has its own offer and can be exchanged as the equipped one runs out. Similarly, each must be replenished with air by equipming them. It also applies to the game as a whole. The vast majority of contemporary survival games have tutorials, missions, map markers (not to mention a map first), a more or
less rigorous narrative a clear end goal, and so on. The total lack of any subnautica hand-to-hand can be disconcerting to new players until they change their standard video game expectations back to common sense and think about what anyone who is trapped in uncharted territory would do: survive the first day, come
up with a plan to get out of there, and then survive long enough to figure out how to do just that. Under the Sea: Almost all the game takes place in the ocean, with some islands and the unsubmerged half of the Aurora being the only exceptions. Underwater Base: You can make them using the Habitat Builder and raw
materials like titanium and glass. Unstable Balance: The beginning of the game is almost exclusively about basic survival: getting food and water to stay alive long enough to get equipment to survive the dangers of the planet. Getting the means to grow your food is a big step to free up time to spend on exploration, but
it's certainly not the only push forward. Invincible by Deception: There are a number of ways to get stuck in the deep sea with no way to continue the game, exacerbated by there being only a single savegame per campaign and no autosaves. If you die and aren't playing hardcore, you're deformed back to the last habitat
you visited. If that death also involved the destruction of your vehicle, and your last habitat is situated too deep to get to the surface swimming and you don't have enough resources to build a new vehicle, you're stuck there. It's very easy to underestimate the time it takes to navigate the game's labyrinthine tunnel
systems. Don't pack enough power cells for your vehicle, or enough batteries for your repair tool, and you may find yourself in the same situation as above very suddenly. The loss of your vehicle in great depths in general is an almost certain death sentence, even if you initially survived its destruction. You can also simply
die of sea and hunger on such excursions. The latter can usually be avoided by catching some edible fish, but if you don't have the Thermoblade (which cooks any small edible fish in contact), eating them raw seriously reduces their hydration, then you're dead anyway. Always make sure you have a healthy supply of food
and especially water before you leave. Until you reach the Primary Containment Facility, ion cubes are a strictly limited resource with only a handful of samples to be found in the game world. If you spend many of them building the wrong things, you can lock yourself out of the final levels, making it impossible to finish the
game. Avoided in that there are really enough 'keys', also known as Purple Tablets hidden in the world to access the Alien Thermal Power Plant, even if you visit all other locations. The only is to find them first. Well-meaning extremist: The Precursors. They were responsible for taking down Aurora and Degasi, and later
the Sunbeam that lands to try to try rescue him in front of his own eyes. However, there is a reason they are doing all this. A bacterial epidemic devastates the planet, which has infected enough creatures to become the norm. The Precursors want to clear the planet of the bacteria... killing all those with him. In
desperation, they built the supersized surface-to-orbit cannon, euphesively called the Quarantine Execution Platform, and ended up killing a band of Emperors of the Sea - note the plural; 314 to be exact - trying to find a cure. They also created the Warpers. Useless yellow stones: Played with. Gold is one of two features
that play a special sound every time you pick up a piece. It is also the only resource found in three of the five available harvest nodules (Sandstone, Basalt and Shale). While there are some uses for gold, his first two harvest knot colleagues, silver and lithium, are most sought after as they are used in more crucial recipes
for survival. Explanation Silver is used to make Computer Chips, which are a key ingredient in almost all tools, upgrade modules and other technologies. Lithium is used to make Plasteel (used in cyclops/shrimp construction modules and depth upgrade) and Basic Reinforcements (essential for any expansions made on a
marine basis). Avoided in the Silent Running update, which changed the recipe for the Computer Chip to accept Gold instead of Silver. Subnautica Abandoned Area: The various abandoned sea bases of Degasi. The Esparse Reef also invokes this when the PDA questions why it barely presents any life. Action Prologue:
The game begins with the Player Character strapped to a lifepod for a cacophony of alarms, unaware of what's going on, except it's time to Abandon ship. Once you have made land and put out the fires in the capsule, you can finally take a breath and start planning your goals. Ascended Fanboy: Let's Play channel
Neebs Gaming made a series of videos essentially roleplaying through the game during development. They were contacted by the developers and ended up providing some dubbing for the final game as part of Alterra HQ (which actually serves as a Brick Joke for the roleplay in question, which near the end features a
scene featuring Neebs' character offering a work with Alterra for Apsero's character). Adventure-Friendly World: A couple of common survival plans are not available to the protagonist because their PDA files have been corrupted. Fragments or examples of items need to be found and scanted before they are available for
construction. All flyers are birds: zig-zagged; the only flying creature you see, Skyray, searches for all intents and purposes like a flying manta ray, but the scanner says its fins are actually made up of feathers Molded. All that's in the manual: Thanks to its closed-mouthed protagonist and a fairly limited number of radio
messages received from other survivors and the occasional Warper squad, joining the game's plot from audio and event events it's almost impossible. If you want to learn the whole story, you'll have to spend some time rummaging through the game's exhaustive database, with special emphasis on anything about the
precursors (or aliens, as the PDA designates them) and the Kharaa bacterium. The game actually invokes this early on, when your PDA restarts in emergency mode. Instead of giving him the summary on what to do after his life capsule has fallen on an unknown planet, he simply advises you to read the relevant
database entries. Most of what he tells him as the story progresses is equally useless from a utility perspective, and almost everything that is important to his survival must be obtained from text messages. Apocalypse How: The Leviathan Sea Dragon's attack on the Lost River Disease Research Center has released the
Kharaa bacterium on the planet. The gigantic crater in which Subnautica takes place is one of the few locations on the planet where any life remains, thanks to the Leviathan Sea Emperor distributing small doses of the enzyme that gives him his immunity through Peepers and alien vents. Kharaa probably culminated in a
class 1 or 4 for the local fauna. And this is a mere drop in the bucket, given that Kharaa has decimated about 143 billion individuals on Precursor worlds. Apocalyptic Log: Abandoned PDAs of aurora's other survivors, as well as those of Degasi's crew, can be found on the various ruined ships and marine bases, detailing
the respective situations of their owners. Are you sure you want to do this?: The PDA asks you this the first time you enter the Dunes. Arm cannon: The P.R.A.W.N. suit features mounting points for subsystems on both arms, which can be equipped with a Propulsion/Repulsion Cannon or Torpedo Launcher. Attack of 50
feet, hostile leviathans in a nutshell. There are six Life Forms of the Leviathan class in the game, three of which are aggressive, and the smallest of them - the Reaper - is 55 meters long (its largest vehicle is 54m/177 ft). It is anuwarved by the 107m Of The Phantom Leviathan Adult (even the young are larger than
Reapers at 67m) and the Sea Dragon with its 112m. It is estimated that the greatest creature in the game, the Emperor of the Sea, meters from 160 to 200m in length, although fortunately does not attack. Incredible, but impractical: There's no doubt that the Cyclops is amazing, but it's also big and cluttered, which can
make it difficult to navigate many of the tight deep sea cave systems it should explore. This is not helped by the multiple Leviathans down there who can't escape as they could in open water, meaning you'll have to be ready to make repairs on the fly while surrounded by scorching temperatures and hostile wildlife.
Veteran players with intimate knowledge of cave layouts and entry/exit points may have an easier time, but an updated shrimp suit is more versatile when it comes to exploring the deepest reaches of the game world. Unfortunately, you should a Cyclops at some point to gain access to Cyclops Shield Generator
technology, which you need to complete the Neptune Rocket and finish the game. Tankfish, used as explosive ammunition for the propulsion cannon, are the game's most powerful real weapon. Unfortunately, each crash fish takes four tiles (2x2) in your Grid Inventory, so you won't be able to carry more than one or two
with you at any time if you plan to take some rescue back home as well. They also need to be loaded manually into the cannon like any other item, which can cost you the second that makes the difference between blowing some predator into little pieces, exploding yourself too, or simply being eated alive. The
Observatory is the only marine base module that is purely ornamental and therefore serves no real purpose other than stationary walking. Watching the sea around you while you're safe from evil is certainly cool, but the average player will be too busy exploring and surviving to do it regularly. This, along with the
Observatory's disproportionately high impact on hull integrity, makes it a kind of luxury addition to well-armored bases in well-lit areas that are rarely worth their cost. The PDA actually lamps this in your item description. Bittersweet End: Good news: You've been cured of the lethal bacteria you and the rest of the planet
are infected with, turned off the alien cannon built to keep the planet in quarantine, and built a rocket to escape. A little less good news: The Big and Gentle Giant who helped heal you are about to die of old age. She's fine with it, since you helped her babies hatch and they're going to spread the cure to the rest of the
planet. Bad news: You are the only survivor of your ship being shot down by the cannon, and another ship that came to rescue you was also shot down, killing everyone on board. Worse news even worse: you get home, but Mega-Corp you work to preemptively claim ownership of all the resources on the planet. That you
have caught and used to build everything you needed to survive. Which means they won't let you land until you pay off the huge debt you now owe them. That's around a trillion credits. Border Patrol: Adult Ghost Leviathans sanitise on the edge of the void/crater, with even the PDA saying that exploring the
aforementioned biome is not recommended. Long enough if you survive somehow, you will supposedly be teleported to Lifepod 5. Brick Joke: At the beginning of the game, the PDA explains that everything on the planet is owned by Alterra and that you will be charged for everything you've used, with the account running
on three million credits. Come the Stinger after the credits roll, you've returned safely, but Alterra refuses to allow you to land your rocket until the debt you by the resources used in the 4546B be paid, which is now in a total of one trillion credits. In said escape rocket, upon leaving the atmosphere you enter a debris field
of the A panel breaks and the protagonist raises his hand defensively, having learned to get slapped in the face by loose panels of the prologue. Charged Attack: The seamoth perimeter defense system releases a powerful electric pulse that stuns and damages nearby creatures, up to and including Leviathans. Holding
the fire button continuously increases pulse range, but consumes absurd amounts of energy (up to 15% of the submarine's power cell at full power; a standard shot consumes 1% to fry everything within a ten-meter radius). The Chekhov Shooter: The Peepers. Being such a common prey animal makes them perfect for
transporting the Sea Emperor's Enzyme 42 out of the Primary Containment Facility and into local ecosystems, thus saving most of kharaa's local dying fauna. Arrival of the Colony: A meteor crashed on Planet 4546B in the Dunes 1,000 years ago, implying that it had lasting effects. The PDA implies that the meteor was
what initiated the extinction event on the planet. Kharaa only made things worse. Legal Boat: All navigable ships, but the crown of this trope goes to the submarine Cyclops, which is also a mobile marine base for the player. Cool Starship: The Aurora, which ends up exploding, giving you input, and placing a burden on
you to repair the reactor containment field, or else the ecosystem will be invaded by deadly radiation. Creature Breeding Mechanic: You can create fish as long as you have two to start with and an alien containment unit to put them in that is useful for creating a stable food supply or a constant supply of bioreparator fuel.
Crew of One: In-Universe, a selling point for the Cyclops is that although it was designed for a crew of three, it can be operated by a single person if the need arises. This has made it very popular among deep-sea exploration teams and is a tremendous benefit to the player. Critical failure of research: in the universe. The
Precursors have been trying to hatch the Sea Emperor's eggs for centuries (especially since they need them to peacefully heal Kharaa and stop having to resort to, you know, genocide). It turns out that eggs are not being raised in an environment intended for babies, and that the incubators in which they were placed had
their environment set up for what adults would inhabit. As such, it takes the player (again) to fix this. Truth on television as in Real Life most giant sea creatures have, in fact, different ideal living conditions like larvae or juveniles before moving to those they prefer as adults. Worse still, the Sea Emperor was trying to
explain this to them, but they were deaf to their telepathic communications. Fortunately, Ryley is not, and can be instructed on how to get them to hatch. note This may raise a few eyebrows, as the Phantom Leviathans also clearly display this in the with Juvenile Ghosts being found in the Lost River while adults are seen
wandering in the Blood Seaweed and the Great Reef. Curb-stomp Battle: Unless you have a P.R.A.W.N. suit with com Drill upgrade, a confrontation with any hostile creature greater than you will almost inevitably do that. Your only real option is to run away. Subverted with some players, who, similar to Marguerit,
dropped leviathans with only the status rifle and the knife. Cute Machines: The Seamoth is what you'd probably get if Apple branched out into submarine construction. It's small, it's almost completely spherical and lovely to see. The main-sized construction drones that come with Mobile Vehicle Bay and neptune rocket
launch pad are another prime example. The alien robots you can find in two of its facilities, which resemble small metal insects◊ with curious eyes. Although aggressive, they are basically harmless to you. They'll also climb in your shrimp suit. Deadly gas: Gasópods can produce gas capsules that explode after a short



period to create a deadly yellow-green cloud. If the player is fast, they can pick up one or two capsules before bursting and use them to squeak gas torpedoes. Death World: The Dunes biome is home to eight Leviathans Reapers, and inserting it will lead the PDA to ask with skepticism if what you're doing there is worth
the risk. The Inactive Lava Zone and Lava Lakes are hot, home to Lava Lizards and Sea Dragon Leviathans, and infested with Lava Larvae that drain electricity from your vehicles, potentially leaving you stranded a mile underwater. Visibility is also low, making it difficult to find your way out even if you still have power.
The Crater Rim around the Crater is an ecological dead zone that contains only two life forms: microscopic and leviathan. If you enter it, up to three Ghost Leviathans will appear and chase you tirelessly until you are dead or out of their territory. The PDA implies that this biome covers much of the planet. The Collision
Zone will kill you in less than a minute if you enter without a radiation suit following the exploding Aurora unit core and is also chased by eight Reaper Leviathans. Unlike most other deadly biomes, players can enter the Collision Zone very early in the game, forcing them to face Reaper Leviathans without seamoth
perimeter defenses or shrimp costume. Get ready to be eat alive... Deflector Shields: An upgrade to the Cyclops gives you one. The bubble effect only covers the front canopy, but the effect is around the entire submarine. It zaps Lava Larvae, makes the sub invulnerable to damage even a persistent sea dragon, and also
seems to avoid pressure by crushing the hull. Too bad it drains energy like it's nobody's business. It is necessary to build the Neptune Escape Rocket as it allows you to survive the field of orbital debris. Abandoned Cemetery: The crater/volcanic plateau in which the Aurora fell is one, although it consists only of a single
Most of the Aurora landed in a large shipwreck that hovers partially above the water, but large sections of the ship parted during its fall. Fall. on its impact by sending entire sets of decks scattered over the ocean floor. Many of them still have their interior compartments relatively intact, and saving them is useful for basic
supplies and essential for unlocking additional plants. Developer Prediction: If, by some absolute miracle (either using console commands or simply not repairing the radio until the end), you can shut down the Quarantine Execution Platform before the Sunbeam arrives, not only will the ship not be shot down, but Captain
Quinn will send a unique message about being unable to penetrate the immense field of orbital debris left behind by the Aurora attack. If, by some other absolute miracle, you can fully scan a Leviathan Reaper without being eaten alive, the database entry will contain a motivational note from your PDA to congratulate you
on its unlikely success. Difficult but amazing: the Cyclops and shrimp. They are essential to the depths of the late game where the Seamoth can't go, pack a punch and have high customization options. They are also slow and bulky and draining energy, without the exploration qualities of the Seamoth. Specifically,
compared to 360-degree mobility, the Cyclops deals like a bus-sized shopping cart, and the SHRIMP suit - while sporting impressive armor - has little or no vertical maneuverability, making it easy to jump off an edge and spend a lot of time crawling back up. Dishing Out Dirt: More or less the purpose of Terraformer
before it is removed for technical and gameplay purposes. Doomsday device: When exploring the quarantine execution platform, you can scan a defective one. Despite being small enough to hold in your hands, the data reading indicates that it packs enough to destroy the entire solar system. Port to before: Some of the
alien arcs connect the deepest parts of the map with the surface. Of course, you can't activate them until you reach the depths yourself. Dummied Out: Occasionally, you may see ideas from previous Early Access buildings floating in version 1.0. One of the first great things to be removed, lamented by players and
developers, was the Terraformer, which could move land from one part of the planet to the other. It was removed for technical and history reasons, as the plot changed from making the planet habitable to escaping the planet. Players with old Early Access saves will still keep the pieces of land removed or added to your
game, although the updated map can make the bases inaccessible. Note The terraforming feature is also the reason behind the extensive pop-in chart that is cited by many as the biggest failure of Subnautica; UW encoded the ground into layers to facilitate terraforming. Unfortunately, even with the feature removed, the
pop-in remains, and uw would have to the ground motor to fix it. As of update 1.0, the Thermometer is still in the Plants, but cannot be built. Dying alone: the is at risk of that. From data downloads, it is known or implied that this happened to almost everyone who did not die in the accident. Win your happy ending: For
both the player and the mysterious race known as the Precursors. In the player's case, after fighting through a world full of dangerous creatures and leviathans, being infected to an advanced stage of the Plague, and losing a commercial ship on their own, they build a rocket and escape. For the Precursors, although they
lost the only thing they really wanted to protect, it brought up a new generation of emperors who will produce the enzymes needed to finally wipe the planet out of bacteria, and soon will no longer have the need to take down more ships. Easter Egg: A Natural Selection 2 poster can be found inside an exploitable aurora
compartment on the Grassy Plateaus. You can even pick it up and hang it on its base. Easy Logistics: Subnautica being a survival game, it strongly avoids this. Staying alive and running your base requires careful planning and consideration not only about how, when and where to invest your scarce resources, but also
about figuring out where to find them first. The game's two most powerful and reliable reactor models must be supplied with a constant supply of fuel. If they run out, their base, including their oxygen production, will simply stop working. Mounting longer expeditions requires sacrificing generous portions of your limited
storage capacity for vital supplies such as food, water, batteries, medkits, and tools, all of which need to be worked on from varying amounts of resources. This naturally limits the amount of salvage you can take home from your trips, making storage capacity upgrades in your vehicles quite useful during mining raids. An
important part of the benefits of advanced technology is that they reduce tension in their supply lines. Alien containment tanks allow the breeding of fish that can be ate or used as bioreactor fuel. Planters are invaluable for cultivating even more food and biofuels, as well as crucial breeding resources that otherwise
require venturing deep into the game's most dangerous areas. Water purifiers provide an unlimited supply of high-quality water, plus salt for the supply of food rations without an expiration date. One of the few aversions is the repair tool. You don't need real resources to repair things, just a battery charged in the tool.
Effortless achievement: The full release still has some of these. Wet your feet and consequently build your first base piece, which requires a little effort. You will unlock achievements for the construction of the three vehicles currently implemented and exploration locations needed for history. Although they appear to be
stapled, building the escape rocket and launching the time capsule are also achievements. Neptune is quite heavy on features, but the time capsule is literally a pressed button to launch, and is usually launched automatically with rocket ignition. Rocket. Superpower: The penultimate goal of history contains plants for ion
batteries and ion energy cells, which provide five times more juice than their basic counterparts. A Repulsion Cannon with such a battery installed no longer deals damage, but can fire 100 shots before needing a recharge, and the Cyclops' power reserves become so vast that activating deflector shields or Silent Racing
mode causes much less headache than before. EMP: The crab's signature attack, able to temporarily disable anything electrical in a considerable radius. Trying to get away from two or more crabs in any vehicle will make you feel like you're stuck in a stop-motion movie shoot. Empty Room Psych: Minimized but present
in the Void, the bottomless abyss around the crater that constitutes the game world. There is absolutely nothing there except water, darkness and silence... and an army of Ghost Leviathans waiting to tear you to pieces if you smash into your territory for too long. Everybody's Dead, Dave: When the main game events
begin, all the characters mentioned except the player and the Sea Emperor, who is the Last of His Kind after an incident that left 314 specimens of his species dead are dead or missing. Exactly what it says on the can: the scanner data for the pink mushroom describe it as definitely a mushroom. Most fish names are
quite descriptive as well; the Boomerang really looks like a boomerang. This gloriously useful description of the item: Fire extinguisher: extinguishes fire. Who'd have thought. FlowerMouth: The Mesmer has a mouth that opens four ways to reveal four tentacle-like appendages lined with teeth that lead to your real throat.
Fragile Speedster: The Seamoth is the fastest means of transport in the game, but some collisions with the environment or aggressive wildlife attacks are enough to turn it into a pile of junk. Friend of All Living Beings: The Emperor of the Sea. She is totally harmless, the normally predatory species that live in her
enclosure are peaceful, and she is actively trying to fight the planet's infection. Forbidden Zone: Some would qualify, but the Collision Zone is a leading candidate. Reaper Leviathans hunt at the bottom of the surrounding sea, and after the Aurora reactor containment field explodes, the area is filled with radiation and
cannot be explored without a radiation suit. Then there's the Crater Rim, also known as The Void, aptly named because the seabed plunges into an unstable abyss and is populated by several Ghost Leviathans who want nothing more than to eat you and your Cyclops. Foreshadowing: You'll find little pink creatures called
Floaters that have attached themselves to small rocks. You can eventually find a huge island as well as smaller underwater islands being kept adtous by huge of the same creature. After repairing the escape capsule, the status display says that the count of bacteria in the water is high. This happens be a great plot point.
One of the first items the player can create is the short-range scanner. After a while, you can scan yourself a second time, the display on the scanner says INFECTED. The first data file in Peepers mentions that they have a meaningless nasal cavity designed to detect a single very specific odor that absolutely nothing yet
found produces. You can also see Peepers emitting a strange bright trail, which, if scan-checked, are coated in some foreign substance that inhibits bacterial growth. It was designed to detect enzyme 42, and is the first indication of Emperor Leviathan's deliberate changes to peepers to help him save the Kharaa Bacteria
ecosystem. These brilliant tracks are also unstable enzyme flows 42, granted by leviathan and released through the Alien Vents. Humongous Fungus: The Mushroom Forest and Jelly Caves. Game breaking bug A particularly nasty persistent bug occurs when you save your game, which causes any partially researched
project to lose all progress and force you to start over. It seems to have been fixed with the full release though. There are still many clipping problems even after the game was gold. The player can often fall off the seabed, even in a vehicle, requiring console commands to deform you, often at the cost of your vehicle. The
P.R.A.W.N. Suit loses almost all of its jet mobility and grappling arm winch strength while out of the water. If the player takes the P.R.A.W.N. to land, exits the suit, saves the game, then re-enters the costume, he can block the P.R.A.W.N. in the out-of-water state permanently, disabling his limited mobility even when
returning to the water. The only solution is to build a new P.R.A.W.N. Suit. Especially breaking as the P.R.A.W.N. jets and/or grappling arm are almost needed to enter Lava Castle near the end of the game, plus the shrimp is advertised as an amphibious vehicle in the game, meaning that some players are inadvertently
going to try to take it ashore and end up breaking it. For those who want to use their exosuit and amazing skills to kill a leviathan reaper, you should probably lose hope. With the hull reinforcement a CAMAR may be able to face a Reaper... except that almost every battle ends with the Reaper cutting off the land and
snapping his SHRIMP in uselessness, whether trapped in the ground or falling thousands of miles below the world. Even at full release, vertical modules of the marine base are still a bit bug, and one bug in particular was in the game three years before going gold. Sometimes if you build a tunnel compartment, place a
vertical module on top, place a Multipurpose Room on top of that, and then try to install a ladder so you can access the Multipurpose Room from the compartment the entire section of three modules will sometimes bug out, not allowing the installation of a ladder or the deconstruction of any of the Modules. Both the
compartment and the Multipurpose Room can still be inserted, used and have some compartments attached to them, but the vertical compartment remains useless, and if you plan to change your base, you're out about 16 Titanium and have to be willing to move or work around the trapped modules. Gameplay and Story
Segregation: An important factor in what happened to a group of Aurora survivors was how they tried to deal with extreme weather conditions. You never find anything but quiet weather during gameplay. Giant Squid: The Crab, which was implemented in the Machine Update. Oh, and he can walk on the bottom of the sea
and produce EMP explosions. Going ahead The Aurora reactor explodes, releasing lethal radiation into the surrounding area that will kill you without a radiation suit. If your Cyclops suffers a critical existence failure, you'll have about ten seconds to abandon the ship before it explodes. Going down with the ship: An
abandoned PDA reveals that Captain Hollister remained aboard the Aurora until the end, knowing that the survivors would need the entire ship to contact alterra HQ. Grappling-Hook Pistol: One of the shrimp updates. Essential if you're taking it anywhere deep. Fun to cling to a Leviathan and go for a rodeo ride. Greed:
Paul Torgal's quest for a resource-rich celestial body is what doomed the Degasi and, as a consequence, the Aurora and the Sunshine. Justified how mining was his job, and no one could expect to be brought down by an automated orbital defense platform. His decision to go live underwater near richer mineral deposits
(and sea monsters) is more clearly a bad choice rather than just an unlucky one. Green Hill Zone: The aptly named Safe Shallows is one of the only biomes where the player doesn't have to worry about predators. There are still threats like gasópodes around, but they will leave you alone if you give them space. Hazmat
Suit: All radiation suit, radiation gloves, and radiation helmet. There's one missing, and the radiation will hurt you. Hearing hell voices is that noise The radio is beeping whenever it picks up a new message. The first messages you receive are distress signals from other survivors. As you explore, what it takes to continue
the story and receive more messages, you will find that they have all died. From there, the beep becomes a grim reminder because you know it won't take you to the survivors, but to your final PDA files often giving you a good idea of how your final moments were. Then, after a while, the radio begins to pick up messages
that are not from other survivors, but from Warpers hunting them. And for you. It's not uncommon to hear creatures before you see them. The entry of the PDA of the Leviathan Reaper increases the discomfort of his roar with the following The deep roar emitted by the reaper at regular intervals is effectively sonar - if you
hear it, the reaper can see it. Now consider that that roars can be heard up to half a mile away from them... Hoisted by Your Own Petard The player can do this to himself if they create Crashfish and then drop them off their base. Of course, the fish won't attack you because it has grown docile, but it will attack other fish
by bombarded them next to the hull of their base, causing a gap, a flood, and a panicked flail as the player runs everywhere trying to find the hole. Why, no, this is not inspired by a true story at all... The Shrimp's grappling hook can be used to hitch a ride on Leviathans. While this can be quite fun, doing it to a Reaper will
radically and permanently alter your patrolled area while trying to shake it off. It is not uncommon for the beast to end up in a completely different biome, including the Safe Shallows in this way, and possibly too close to its base for comfort. Players reported up to three Reapers occupying residence just 100 meters from
their base because of this. Homing projectile torpedoes, if a Leviathan is present, immediately at home on them to the exclusion of anything else. Given how immensely dangerous leviathans are, this is an extremely welcome peculiarity. The peaks fired by tiger plants are also semi-homing, able to adjust their flight path to
a moderate degree. Hope Bringer: The protagonist. Almost by accident, they complete the Precursor's work of saving the sea emperor's population and stopping the Kharaa epidemic. Another ship, the Sunbeam, picks up Aurora's emergency signal and comes to help... just to share Aurora's fate, being blown out of the
sky by the Quarantine Execution Platform. There are no survivors this time. Improvised Weapon: The developers (and, In-Universe, the Company Alterra) intentionally made the game have no real weapons other than torpedoes, but this does not prevent particularly paranoid or violent players from taking revenge on
marine life. The Propulsion Cannon, originally designed as a short-range logistics tool, can be used to grab and throw boxes into marine life, or to catch smaller creatures and slam them against walls for lethal damage. There is also a variation in storage on board a shrimp to give it a kind of ammo magazine. Upgrading
the Repulsion Cannon to the Propulsion Cannon completely removes the ability to pick things up, going straight to power explosions. Of course this is a self-defense tool to escape the animals, but it is still very easy to crush a shark against the seabed several times to die. In the same vein, the Drill Arm is primarily an
industrial harvesting tool, but three grinding and screaming blades are remarkably useful in convincing a hungry Harvester Leviathan to look for easier prey when applied vigorously and mercilessly. Even the standard arms of The Shrimp Are Powerful. A few punches on a Stalker will easily kill you, even when the primary
use of the arms is to pick up resources without leaving to leave the suit. Even torpedoes should be non-lethal, with the standard vortex torpedo only creating a disorienting water vortex to confuse predators. Mix some gasópode poison, though, and you have lethal gas torpedoes. Interchangeable antimatter keys: Alien
tablets universally unlock consoles that match their color, regardless of where they were found, and cannot be recovered from the console later. Jump Jet Pack: Built-in feature of the SHRIMP suit. There is an upgrade to improve the jump as well. It is designed only for relatively low gravity or high pressure environments,
and therefore tends to be effective under water but ineffective when outdoors. Off-screen dead: At one point, the radio intercepts a piece of inter-Warper communication stating that there are nine Aurora survivors missing. Soon after, another statement states that only one of them remains (guess who), implying that the
rest is being eliminated while you are doing what you want. Late in Tragedy Seconds after the protagonist escapes aurora, they are knocked out by a panel that has come loose. By the time they wake up, all the other people who left the ship are dead. And that doesn't mean anything about what happened on Planet
4546B in the first place. The presence of a meteor in the Dunes and some of the Suggestions of the PDA imply that the Precursors qualify for this trope as well, and releasing the Kharaa only rubbed salt in the wound. Land of Lethal Lava: The Inactive Lava Zone and Lava Lakes. Lightning Bruiser: Reaper Leviathans, full
stop. They can swallow the entire player, they can break a Seamoth on two hits and players are physically unable to overcome them. Minimalist Cast: The player's character is the only human on the planet, and the other alien species seem to be quite normal animals in terms of intelligence.note That's why the character
sheet is actually more of a beast. You may eventually find some old notes from survivors of previous accidents, but the state of their bases should be more than enough to say that they are long gone. Mini-Mecha: The Re-Active Waterproof Nanosuit of Pressure A.K.A. the Shrimp Suit, formerly the Exosuit. It shares some
upgrades with Seamoth, such as pressure and impact compensation, but also has special arm variants that can be exchanged separately from regular upgrades. Mood Whiplash: Appears on the soundtrack. Most songs are appropriately smooth for a game that predominantly takes place underwater, but optimistic,
hardcore EDM plays whenever the Cyclops is critically damaged or goes up against a Leviathan-class predator. More teeth than the Osmond Family: Stalkers, but it's cool because you need the teeth and they have an infinite supply of them. The Sand Sharks have several rows of teeth falling down their throats. The
Mothership: The Cyclops is a moderate example inverted by virtue of being a player-controlled mobile base that also has an internal dock for a smaller vehicle (Seamoth or Shrimp, obviously). Names to Escape from Really Fast: Reaper and Ghost Leviathans, although when you get close enough to find out their names
with the scanner, it's probably too late for that. Stalkers also count, though they are far from the most dangerous thing in the ocean. No body left behind: Despite having 157 people on board, not a single piece of a body can be found in the game. No blood spatter, no bones, no clothes left, no nothing. Meanwhile, several
wrecks contain potted plants that went through the entire accident. Justified how the Warpers killed all the survivors. And if it's the latter, your sitdown-like arms are definitely sharp enough to avoid leaving behind tangible amounts of remains. In addition, the PDA mentions that many indigenous life forms in and around
the Aurora have traces of human tissue in their digestive tracts, so that existing remains were simply ate by local fauna. No-Sell Once a Reaper or Sea Dragon Leviathan picked up your vehicle, there's little you can do to make them let them go. Throwing torpedoes in your face at close range, grinding the giant Shrimp
drill on your forehead as much as you want, the beasts couldn't care less. Only one thing in the game can save your ass in this situation: the seamoth perimeter defense system, but unfortunately, the Seamoth is not classified to the depths where sea dragons are found. Ampeels and Crabsquids are not affected by the
aforementioned seamoth perimeter defense system, probably because they use electrical attacks themselves. The reinforced dive suit makes you immune to the Tiger Power Plant's peak bombardment, and the 50% damage reduction it provides on top of that allows you to sink a lot of attacks that would almost kill you
otherwise. It also increases your temperature limit before taking thermal damage to 70°C, which is enough protection to swim even in lava lakes with impunity, as long as you don't get too close to the real lava. No Ontological Inertia: The Cyclops has a peculiar case of this. Even when your hull is in critically low integrity,
the interior is on fire and a furious sea monster is hitting it, if you leave the vehicle before AI starts the Catastrophic Countdown, the Cyclops will remain perfectly intact, albeit full of smoke and covered by open holes. Only after returning to the vehicle will the destruction of the vehicle be resumed. Nothing is scarier: the
Biomes Dunes and mountains. Once you transition there, the music stops and all the ambient noise gets quiet except for the player's. You'd better hear the distant cries of the Reapers. It's even worse in the Void - no music, no fish, no sounds, no sea floor. Just endless ocean and inky darkness around you. And then the
Ghost Leviathans appear. Beta obvious: Same the rest of the game working well, aurora's remains are blatantly that. It's full of a lot of arbitrary invisible walls that that Traversing it more than a maze than it already is, and it has a number of textures that you can just swim through. Offscreen Moment of Awesome: It is
strongly implied that the survivor aboard the Lifepod 4 managed to get close enough to a Leviathan Reaper to scan it without being ate and even without access to a statis rifle. Unfortunately, he then tried to swim back to the safety of Aurora's wreckage; either his luck with the Reapers did not resist or he succumbed to
radiation or reached the ship only to perish in the explosion of the unit. Oh, Crap!: The traditional reaction to a player listening to any of the characteristic roars that signal an impending encounter with any of leviathan's three aggressive species. Also the likely reaction of a player being in a position to witness the death of
the Sunbeam for the first time. Its proposed landing site sits outside the Quarantine Execution Platform, which resembles a curious alien tower when idle. Just before the unfortunate ship enters the atmosphere, the Platform begins to sound an alarm and begins to change shape. Before long, the player will realize that it is
beginning to resemble a colossal tower of weapons. One that is now tracking sunbeam's approach... One-Hit Kill The Leviathan Reaper will grab you with your giant tweezers, roar, and swallow you whole if you're under 80 health and out of a vehicle. Speaking of which, he can take seamoths and shrimp suits and throw
them against the bottom of the ocean, destroying them in a blow. The Dragon of the Leviathan Sea can eat him alive. It's exactly as terrifying as it sounds, and ten times worse if you witness while playing in VR. His only saving grace is that it is so great that it is possible to escape his warning. The Quarantine Execution
Platform, also known as the cold-looking alien structure where the Sun beam is scheduled to pick it up for evacuation, is actually a giant platform of anti-orbit weapons that does so with any ship that enters its firing range. He knocked aurora down in one shot and does the same with the Sunbeam, only the latter explodes
immediately without even a chance to perform an emergency landing. Our dragons are different: the Sea Dragon. It has a reasonable upper body of an aquatic dragon, plus squid legs. Our fairies are different: rockgrubs are basically aquatic fireflies. Palette Swap: There are currently five creatures that are a texture swap
for other creatures: Red Rays for Ghostrays, Blighters for Biters, Spinefishes for Hoopfishes, Lava Boomerangs for Boomerangs, and Lava Eyeyes to Eyeyes. The game also includes some models that are not texture changes, but still very close in appearance of other models such as Jellyrays and Ghostrays and Blood
Crawlers and Cave Crawlers. Creatures part of the reassigned design are explained as genetically related. Percussive Maintenance: Ao Free yourself from the chair in the escape pod at the beginning, the protagonist presses the release button several times without success. Then he knocks his fist down down on the
panel in frustration, which naturally works. Piranha problem: Biters and Blighters, who hunt in small schools and push you away if your health is low. Portal Network: The reason aurora was near 4546B was because it had visited the system to build a phasegate here (although given that no one mentions getting into
criodor or anything like that, it seems that more conventional ftl travel is also one thing). The precursors created a whole network of portals on the planet's surface, connecting both islands as well as various facilities. When you arrive, they are turned off to prevent kharaa from spreading - although they can be restarted
from the Primary Containment Center. The PDA describes them as miniature phasegates. Power Crystal: Ion Crystals, used to activate alien arcs and create alien tablets. In addition, to a lesser extent, Kyanite crystals, which are used in the elaboration of some of the most powerful vehicle upgrades. Kyanite is a real
material with industrial use that is actually highly heat resistant. Although they are not powerful in the mystical sense, they certainly do some of their most powerful things. Powered Armor: The Reinforced Dive Suit and the CAMAR qualify - the latter especially, because in addition to making it very difficult to kill, it provides
an infinite supply of oxygen, increases its speed. Also, if you mount the grappling hook, it allows you to move much faster than swimming with just fins. The PDA even warns you that you won't go on a power trip the first time you use it. F-Strike Accuracy In a log file on the Habitat Update page. Controller: (responding to
Aurora's survival PDAs running version 1.0) Bring me every stellar chart, tech geek and concentration enhancer in the building... Analyst: Yes ma'am! Controller:... and damn, you build me an update package, and you find me a way to show version 1.1! And later this on the Seamoth Update page. Controller: Ship
[survivors] the Defense System and Vortex Torpedoes. But ma'am, the gun designs violate Directive 7! Controller: Directive 7 is there to eliminate the risk of survivors turning on each other. If they are going fin-to-fin with alien krakens, then they have bigger fish to fry. I want them ready, and screw the directives! Reality
follows a humorous example. When Ryley finally disables the Quarantine Execution Platform and is stabbed in the arm again, he reacts by adnaising the console. Being basically a huge metal slab, the only result is it hurting the hand. Sea Dragon Leviathans have a fairly low probability of attacking or even noting you
unless you go to them. You're too small! However, if they notice you, there's not much you can do to stop them for the same reason. Recoil impulse: In an example no Spraying the fire extinguisher underwater will cause you to move backwards. Slowly, yes, but it can be a fun distraction. Above the water (i.e. at its base
or in the of course there is no retreat, for his feet are firmly planted. Refuge in Audacity: Going straight to certain aggressive creatures and attacking them with your knife, or hitting them with your vehicle is sometimes the best way to deal with them. In the same vain, trying to kill a Leviathian Reaper is very risky, long and
difficult, but I hope you have the Stasis Rifle to help you, and as a big payday, they will never resurface when they are dead, making exploring certain areas much safer for the rest of the game. Scanning the most dangerous leviathans without tools to help you cannot be done unless you are insanibly lucky, or insanibly
audacious. The best way to get the top edge in avoiding the bites long enough is to provoke them first, and then not make the mistake of pressing back, but left or right, because the Reaper and most other creatures can't spin while gnawing you fast enough, which means you'll be slightly out of your reach. In short, it is
preferable to just go to them, tango with them, and scan them while walking in circles if you can keep your blood pressure low. Have fun testing this, though! Retractable Weapon: How the Quarantine Execution Platform innocuously disguises an energy weapon capable of taking down a flying city like aurora in a single
shot. Ribcage Ridge: The Bone Field in the Lost River area contains a large dragon-like skeleton. Some smaller versions of the same skull and bones have also been added, and the skeletons of Leviathan stolevis Reaper and Sea Dragon Leviathans will be added in the future. It's basically the underwater equivalent of
an Elephant Cemetery, and there's truth on television, since underwater cave systems can trap animals that enter them (your PDA even warns you about that fate). Gorn Scenery: In striking contrast to the incredibly beautiful rest of the game world, the Collision Zone looks more like Mordor than anything else. The
radiation that leaked from aurora's ruptured reactors turned this huge area into a brown desert almost entirely devoid of plant life, but hey, at least you have eight Reaper Leviathans companying you. Schrödinger's Gun: Depending on when you heal Kharaa, there is a sufficiently dense debris field that prevents the
Sunbeam from rescuing you. Scripted event: Radio messages and PDA log files. The explosion of aurora and sunbeam being thrown from the sky both qualify as a video game setpiece.note Slightly subverted with the Sunbeam event- if you delay viewing until you have cured the planet of the Kharaa virus and disabled
the quarantine platform weapon, they will not yet rescue you, but at least they live to see another day. Marine mine: Anchor casings throughout the Great Reef resemble spherical mines chained to the seabed. From with the database, they explode and spread spores when they get high enough, although this never really
happens in the game. Send the search team: Where the Sun Beam Aurora. It is later revealed that Aurora was this for the Degasi, albeit as a side mission. Breaking Sequence: Nothing forces you to repair the radio on Lifepod 5, and it is entirely possible to play through the game without the numerous tips you normally
get by listening to frequent radio calls. However, doing so results in losing several important events and important plot points, such as the Sunbeam being knocked down by the Quarantine Execution Platform, or receiving the code for the Aurora cabin containing Neptune's plants. Once you repair the radio or build a new
one, all the messages you have lost will still be received one after another, only with much less context and even less actual use for you. However, not getting the Sunbeam event until you have healed the planet from the Kharaa virus and disabled the quarantine platform weapon would result in a happier ending, as they
will not be shot down and killed by the quarantine platform canon, only refusing to rescue it due to the debris field on the way. Shock and Awe: Ampeel uses this, similar to a real-life electric eel. The Seamoth Perimetral Defense update, which is more realistic. Sickly Green Glow: The Lost River biome is defined by highly
concentrated brine rivers that, probably thanks to the Rule of The Legal, glow a spooky green. Like most video game fluids that look like this, brine even acts a lot like acid when you touch it, but at least it's not radioactive. Solid Gold Poop: Seastepping mat manure can be collected and used as biofuel. Something
Completely Different: The whole game takes place in the ocean, except for its life capsule, the rugged aurora, a floating island, and a real island. Space Is an Ocean: The Seamoth mini-submarine is classified as a person's maritime and space vehicle. Unfortunately, the player does not have the chance to put the space
part to the test, but at least he deals wonderfully underwater. Spike Shooter: The Tiger Plant, which you can also grow.note Tiger Plants in a cultivated exterior will still attack the player, but there are ways to make it safe to grow Tiger Plants. Their spines do not damage the Seamoth or the shrimp suit, and the
Reinforced Diving Suit diverts them. So if you have any of these, you can feasible set up several as a perimeter guard for your base. They also won't fire spikes when grown in Alien Containment. Default status effects: Played with. When in contact with Drooping Stingers or gas pods of Gasopods, the health bar
decreases rapidly due to poisoning. Escaping contact will return all lost health. Sub History: The Cyclops in particular. Swallowed Whole: What happens after the aforementioned Leviathan Reaper catches you with less than 80 health. Also one of the ways that the Dragon of the Leviathan Sea can seal its doom, he didn't
roast you with your breath of fire. The Symbiote: Crashfish and Crashfish Plant, as well as Crabsnake and Jellyshroom. Take Your Time: The game implies very strongly that that will die after about five weeks, thanks to exposure to the Kharaa bacterium and that symptoms should begin to appear around two weeks.
Instead, the progression of the disease is entirely based on events, and the player will never fatally succumb to it. Slightly justified, thanks to the presence of Peepers spreading diluted enzyme 42, which inhibits the growth and progression of the bacterium. For the same reason that Kharaa has not decimated the entire
biosphere, it is possible that Ryley will be kept alive by indirect exposure. Tempting Fate: In one of his audio records, Paul Torgal laments that Maida, the mercenary accompanying Degasi's crew, does not believe that things will not improve and Paul thinks she wants to put their lives in danger, and states that once
humans have passed millenia chaining nature to their will, the planet on which they are stranded will not cause them any new problems. Guess what happens to the Degasi Crew in the end. Ten-second flashlight: Minimized with the handheld flashlight, which lasts a long time with a full battery, but not as long as you
would expect with all other high-tech appliances that these batteries can work. The vehicle lights come in two flavors: the Seamoth and Seaglide have a small drain when the lights are on, while the SHRIMP and Cyclops provide free light. This is a drill: An extremely useful modification for SHRIMP is a huge drilling arm;
specifically, a grinder-style drill, designed to spray mineral deposits for harvesting rather than tunneling through the soil. Unsurprisingly, it also makes a pretty decent melee weapon in a pinch. Seeing how building it consumes a lot of diamonds, the blades are probably diamond-tipped. Menacing Shark: The Pursuers
(during development also known as Snout Sharks), Bone Sharks and Sand Sharks. Too Dumb to Live: The Scottish passenger who escaped aboard lifepod 6 apparently blew herself up, the head of human resources and the lifeguard loud when she picked up the fuel line with a lighted flare. Uninterrupted first-person
perspective: The closest thing to a break is when you control one of the Camera Drones and can see yourself on the console if you have a well-positioned window. But even so what you see with the camera is what the character sees on the console. Villain teleportation: Well, threatening force teleportation, anyway.
Warpers are Cyborgs with built-in teleportation hardware. They can come and go whenever they want. Not only that, but they can teleport you out of your vehicle so they can attack you directly, and deform the hostile fauna on top of you. Common Sense Violation: The Shrimp's grappling hook is intended to help you
cross vertical distances easily and quickly, but despite the magnetic part in your description, it can attach itself to almost anything. Until There's no benefit in doing so, considering the beast can still fully attack the Shrimp, except for the badass factor of playing rodeo with a 50-meter murder machine. In a similar similar
Leviathans can be scanted like any other creature. Needless to say, trying this even with the help of a Statist Rifle is extremely dangerous, most likely to kill you, and ultimately useless because creature scans do nothing beneficial. At least your PDA lamps congratulate you in case you can do it. Ion cubes are strange
green artificial crystals the size of a human head that contain as much energy as a tactical nuclear warhead each. Like most mineral-like features, ion cubes can be found in large deposits, which you can mine by pushing a huge shrimp grinder drill into the sinister six-foot cluster. Nothing bad happens, but man, there has
to be a more subtle approach to this kind of business. Volcano Lair: The Lava Castle, a huge castle-like rock formation located within the Inactive Lava Zone. It is home to the Precursors, along with the Lava Lakes directly below it. All its power comes from the Alien Thermal Power Plant in the heart of the Castle, and is
budgeted in various operations. Come on, don't swim: With regard to creatures, Cave Crawlers, Blood Crawlers and Sea Treaders. The player is capable of this also by controlling the shrimp costume. Weapon of Mass Destruction: The ion crystals you encounter all have the power of a thermonuclear detonation.
Subverted in that they are so stable that you would have to take a lot of steps to turn them off. However, this is played very straight with a small grenade-sized weapon that you can find on the Quarantine Execution Platform. Presumably built in case of quarantine failure, its energy potential is not only sufficient to destroy
the base or all of the local biomes, but the entire planet next to most of the solar system to boot. We hardly knew you: all humans and forerunners qualify, but Captain Avery Quinn takes the cake. The Worf Effect: Reaper Leviathans are highly dangerous early in the game. In and around the Lava Zones are reaper
skeletons that the Sea Dragon left behind after eating them. The World Is Simply Amazing: Bart Torgal certainly thinks so as he articulates in a record aptly titled This World:I thought it might get claustrophobic, living underwater. Dad thinks he is. He told me it was childish, but I looked out the window and sometimes I
think how lucky I am to see this world up close. On the island, I wouldn't believe the creatures that live here. The fish shine... There's one that's 90% eyeball... Snakes twice the length of a habitat compartment... The player can also invoke this by building an observatory (which the PDA claims is reckless for survival
purposes) and using it to delight in the beauty of 4546B. There's even a special music track that plays every time the player enters it. Yank the Chain: After everything the survivor goes through, from searching for food and water, to fending off giant predators, to curing a disease that has plagued the For over a thousand
years, he finally builds a rocket and escapes, only for Alterra to claim that he owes them a trillion credits for all the resources he has drained, and they will not grant him permission to land until he pays. I hope you can exchange all the information collected from the scanning of the items at 4546B, as well as brought
precursor technology back to the exchange, and even this may not work, since Alterra preemptively claimed that everything on the planet was their property to begin with. You should no longer know this: mostly avoided due to the open world of the game and progression of nonlinear plot. Code-locked ports always
require the same password to unlock, and if you happen to know the combination of a guide or a previous playthrough, you can open them without having found the information in the game before. You can investigate critical plot locations and perform critical plot tasks without being given order via radio or PDA. The
story does not have a truly fixed linear narrative, so you can complete your goals in almost any order, although several of them still require specific equipment to become accessible. Knowing the entrance to lava lakes won't help you much without a heavily upgraded shrimp or cyclops to actually get you there. While
fragments of basic equipment like the Seaglide, the laser cutter, the headlights and so on are semi-randomly distributed through the small wrecks, the big ones always provide the same rescue, and important things like shrimp or cyclops parts can always be found in the same locations. Do you know the stains? Go get
them any minute. Subnautica: Below Zero Giant Enemy Crab: The Rock Puncher, and the scrapped Grabcrab. Hover Bike: The Snowfox, useful for accelerating through the ice, but unable to cross the water. Lily-Pad Platform: Subverted. There is a biome of lilies, but you can't walk on them without falling. Pointy-Haired
Boss: The CEO of the Alterra division overseeing 4546B operations. He contacts Robin through his branch supervisor (his sister) to chew her into the mess that is happening on the planet. Even if nothing that happened is Robin's fault, he refuses to let her speak, even telling her to shut up after allegedly asking her a
series of direct questions. In the end, he leaves the room before she can begin to explain the situation. Surveillance Drone: The Pengling Spy, which can also be used to access small tunnels, collect tufts of skin from Snowstalkers and take selfies. Until then... there's always the view. View.
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